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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2759986A1] An object of the present invention is to expand a dispensable diameter range of a coin dispenser that can dispense coins
having diameters within a predetermined range without the need of part replacement and some sort of adjustment. Coins are dropped into and
sorted by through holes one by one by forward rotation of a rotating disk, are guided by a circular coin guiding wall of a storage hole while the coins
are pushed by pushers on a lower surface, the coins are then guided in the circumferential direction of the rotating disk by an outlet rotor constituting
an outlet guide, are guided by a hopper, and are ejected by an ejecting roller. If coin jamming occurs, the rotating disk is rotated backward, and
the coin pushed by a rear surface tip of the pusher is guided by a cylindrical surface of the outlet rotor. Since it is the cylindrical surface, the angle
formed by the pushing force by the pusher and the reactive force from the outlet rotor is increased, the coin is returned into the storage hole,
backward rotation can be continued, and the coin jamming can be eliminated.
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